Which Brand is Better?

The answer is . . . Your contractor!

Often I am asked by consumers: Which brand (of equipment) is better? Which one is the best? I tell them that there is no data that really provides conclusive evidence that one is better than the other. In fact, some manufacturers actually make more than one brand.

HOWEVER, I ask them to consider the following:

What if there was a brand that was the best. Let’s call it Brand X. What if Brand X, which was perfect in its shipping box, was put in by someone who didn’t know what he or she was doing?

Then it really would not ever have mattered “how good Brand “ was.

Our association suggests that consumers spend as much time researching their contractor choices as they do equipment options. We believe your contractor should be state licensed, properly insured to protect themselves and your property and have knowledge of the latest industry laws and regulations as well as continuing education on an ever-evolving industry.